LEGAL METROLOGY – STAMPING
Sl.
No.

1

Name of
the Act

Applicability

List of documents to be
enclosed with the
application for
verification and stamping
weights and measures

Time period for
granting certificate
of verification

validity of certificate of
verification

Legal
Metrology
Act, 2009
and the
Tamil Nadu
Legal
Metrology
(Enforce
ment)
Rules, 2011

stamping of
all types of
Weights and
Measures

1.Previous
verification
certificate (for all types of
weights and measures)
2. Copy of
Repairer/Dealer/Manufa
cturer Licence. (for all
types of weights and
measures)
3. Model approval letter
from GOI(for all types of
weights and measures)
4. R.C.Book of the vehicle
(for tanker lorries)
5. Explosives certificate
from GOI. (for tanker
lorries and storage tanks)
6. Authorization letter
from the oil companies.
(for tanker lorries and
storage tanks)

1.After verification /
reverification/calibrati
on of the weights
and measures is
done, the
verification
certificate will be
issued on the same
day.

1.Bullion weights, carat weights,
cylindrical knob type weights,
sheet metal weights (other than
bullion), Iron hexagonal knob
type weights and parallelepiped
weights, standard weights for
testing of high capacity weighing
machines, capacity measures,
Length measures, Beam scales,
counter machine24 months.

2. For verification of
spring balance the
verification
certificate to be
issued on next day.

2. Non-Automatic weighing
instruments mechanical and
electronic, volumetric measuring
instrument (Dispensing pumps
and Totalizing counter ), Tanker
lorries, Flow meters, Linear
measuring instruments (Taxi,
Autorikshaw, Meters and other
Meters), Clinical Thermometer,
peg measures. Compressed
Natural Gas dispensers (CNG),
Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Dispensers (LPG) - 12 months
3. Storage tanks – 60 months

As per rules
formed
under this
Act, when
to be reverification
to be done
1) For all
types of
weights,
capacity
measures,
length
measures,
beam
scales,
counter
machine24 months
2) Storage
tanks
60 months
3) Weights
and
measures
other than
that
mentioned
in (1) & (2)
12 months

Late fee for
re-verification

Regular
stamping fees
+ half the
rates of the
fees for every
quarter of the
year or part
thereof.

